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Focus on Trick Liquidity
Trick Liquidity: An
arrangement labeled as a
“liquidity facility” which in fact
provides a full wrap insulating
ABCP investors from all credit
and liquidity risks of an
associated pool of receivables.
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The rating of an ABCP
program that uses trick liquidity
may be based entirely on the
trick and not at all on the quality
of the assets financed through
the program.

Partially Supported ABCP Paradigm
Separate liquidity and credit enhancement
CE is scarce (10%) and unconditional
LIQ is abundant (100%) but conditional

l
l
l

– LIQ “funds against” assets, not against ABCP
– LIQ funds against “good” assets, not all assets
– LIQ availability is calculated with a formula

Investors bear asset performance risk, not just
bank risk

l
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Typical Partially Supported LIQ Formula
LIQ = Purchased Receivables
less Defaulted Receivables

plus Discount (yield) on ABCP
plus cash collected but not remitted

plus deemed collections (dilution etc.)
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ABCP Allocation of Risks
unforeseen
liabilities

preference

Obligor
Bankruptcy
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Credit Enhancement
Facility
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representations
& warranties
“deemed”
collections

dilution

Seller
Bankruptcy
cash collected
but not remitted

Liquidity Facility

#1 - Cover Page Trick
Support Agreement
Liquidity Agreement
ABS Analyst Objectives
Writing: Moody's is a publishing company. An ABS analyst should write well and write a lot. Each analyst should write new
issue reports for all rated deals and should write two or three special comments each year. In addition, memos should be written
about each deal that is the subject of a rating analysis but which ultimately is not rated. Of course, rating memos should be written
for all deals that are rated. Computer files for all memos should be loaded into the Lotus Notes database for general reference.
Customer Relations: An ABS analyst should use every opportunity to promote good relations with our customers. This includes
using the customer focus skills in which we have received training and, particularly, the four stage cycle of customer interaction:
(1) connecting, (2) understanding, (3) helping, and (4) sustaining. We should always be responsive and return phone calls promptly.
Even when we disagree with a customer, we should try to preserve a cordial atmosphere. Merely maintaining existing relationships is
not enough; we must constantly improve them and build new ones.
Analysis: An ABS analyst should use the appropriate analytic tools and methods to reach a rating conclusion. Quantitative
methods often must be used, but by themselves they are not sufficient. Sound judgment and the ability to make decisions are also
necessary. An analyst must be able to think clearly and think fast in order to handle difficult issues. ABS analysts should
consult with each other on difficult issues to reach the best determination about how a novel feature of a proposed deal would
affect Moody's rating opinion. Our function demands more than simply spotting issues, it demands that we be creative and resourceful
in determining the rating impact of each feature of a proposed transaction. We should always have a credible rationale to support
our rating opinions.
Knowledge: An ABS analyst should try to acquire a working knowledge of all areas of structured finance. In addition, an ABS
analyst should also try to learn about other areas of the rating business. The analysis of ABS transactions and structures often
is best served by a knowledge of similar (though not identical) transactions completed in other areas. Also, because all Moody's
debt ratings share a common set of definitions, we must be aware that our decisions might conflict with our colleagues' views in other
areas.
Time Management: An ABS analyst should not waste his/her time or others' time. The ABS deal flow is already large and it can be
expected to grow. We need to use time efficiently and respect the value of each others' time. Internal meetings and rating committees -even informal ones -- should be focused and should last no longer than necessary.
Conduct: All of our actions reflect on Moody's as an organization. In our work, we occasionally encounter unscrupulous,
unethical, or dishonest behavior on the part of issuers, lawyers, or intermediaries. We must not sink to their level. In our dealings
with customers, we must always display the highest levels of honesty and integrity. Also, we should be courteous, diplomatic,
cooperative, and cheerful. Even when we deliver "bad news," we should do so in a professional and responsible manner.
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Take a simple,
ordinary, 100% support
agreement and call it a
“liquidity agreement.”
Some Japanese banksponsored ABCP
programs use this trick.

#2 - Calendar Trick
Use a typical partially
supported LIQ formula but
plug in numbers from an
old report so that there is
always enough money to
retire maturing ABCP.
Optional: Add a credit
enhancement facility to
protect liquidity providers.
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#3 - Bucket Trick
Maximum maturity of ABCP is less than
the amount of time that can pass between
the breach of a delinquency trigger and
the exclusion of the delinquent receivables
from the liquidity funding base.
A related device (not a full trick) is to
limit ABCP maturities and to use triggers
to partially shift credit risk to liquidity
facilities.
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#4 - Formula Trick
LIQ  PR - DR  x
x  DR
LIQ  PR - DR  DR
LIQ  PR
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The LIQ formula
subtracts Defaulted
Receivables from
Purchased Receivables
and then adds back the
amount of defaulted
receivables under a
different name.

Bottom Line on Trick Liquidity
Tricks are neither good nor bad; they just are

l

Tricks shift the emphasis of Moody’s analysis away from
the underlying assets

l

The administrator of a program that uses tricks must
prove that it understands the tricks

l

A program that uses tricks can finance very weak assets
and still attain a Prime-1 rating because the tricks, rather
than the assets, will be the basis of the rating

l
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